
Essential Collection is the 4-year life cycle each Q36.5 
product goes through, like an Olympic athlete, constant-
ly improving over a 4-year period which peaks with the 
‘perfect’ performance.

So while Q36.5’s AW15-16 is full of new colours, graphi-
cs, stories, models, we would like to draw your attention 
to the subtle but intense running improvements made to 
existing Q36.5 models:

1. Sizing and fit – already introduced in this year’ sum-
mer collection this innovation regards changes made to 
sizes L, XL and XXL. While S and M maintain the same 
extreme racer-orientated proportions, sizes L-XXL have 
been made slightly larger. Q36.5’s fit was initially deve-
loped for performance-oriented elite athletes and was 
characterized by its unique ergogenic, supportive and 
extremely snug feel. By modifying the proportions of 
larger sizes we are acknowledging the success of this 
unique feel and rendering it more accessible to a broader 
demographic of riders (while of course maintaining the 
original ergogenic and extreme spirit).
At the same time fit and paneling of all items continues 
to undergo subtle tweaks, with relentless focus on an 
ergonomics relative to the riding position only; exploiting 
the elasticity and compressiveness of our proprietary 
fabrics to best support and protect the rider (the most 
extreme example of this of course remains the Vectorial 
Elasticity of the Salopette L1 in which panels of fabric 
are cut and placed in such way as to reduce resistance 
during the down-pedaling motion while working with its 
elastic return in the up-swing of the pedaling action to 
aid a smooth round pedaling motion in the same way as, 
for example, an elliptical chain ring).

2. Placket and pilling protector – the Termica, long 
sleeve Hybrid que, R-shell protection and R-shell insula-
tion jackets have been produced with an internal placket 
along the length of the zipper which beyond increasing 
the wind-resistance of the jacket also offer protection 
from pilling. All jerseys, vest and other lightweight tops 
also have a particular zipper garage which further pro-
tects fabric of bib shorts from pilling.

Notes on the 
Essential Collection
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Salopette Wolf new release

For highly competitive riders any season except racing 
season remains the season of anticipation. A constant feed 
of photos of pros training in the Canary Islands, Mallorca 
or Qatar promote the false sensation that the racing period 
is just around the corner. The pros are riding in shorts and 
knee or leg warmers. At the café you proclaim “io sono 
corridore, la calzamaglia mica la indosso”. Your winter tights 
provide you with a tactile sensation light years away from 
the ‘race feel’ of your favourite bib shorts (for a next-gene-
ration leg-weapon pair of winter tights please see our Long 
Salopette). So you insist on wearing bibs and leg warmers 
to the very limit of thermal comfort, 7°, 6°, 5°c, just to keep 
the sense of anticipation high, to maintain that race-ready 
look…
If you understand these manias, this passion, you will un-
derstand the raison d’etre of Salopette Wolf, Q36.5’s new 
thermal bib short. This is not a standard thermal bib made 
from typical winter cycling fabrics such as Roubaix fleece 
or similar equivalents. It is the Q36.5 Salopette Gregarius 
rebuilt with a proprietary avant-garde high-density fabric 
woven on lake Como, Italy*. It will keep you warm anywhere 
between 5-15° C, it will protect you from the rain, it weighs 
180 g (less, probably, than your current favourite bibs). Its 
extreme ‘race feel’ is the embodiment of a true cross-over 
product which not only allows you to maintain high intensity 
throughout the winter (in the same way as the Long Salo-
pette L1) but also to improve your comfort and performance 
in a range of other conditions such as ‘cross racing, early 
summer MTBing in humid areas, cooler or poor weather 
race days and so on. 

*While it would be easy to characterize the UF Hybrid Shell 
fabric by describing its silver or bio-ceramic thread content, 
or its exceptional water repellency treatment that the fabric 
undergoes when still in thread form (so as to not affect the 
natural breathability of the final woven fabric), the truly uni-
que value of the fabric lies in the techniques of high-density 
weaving, which Q36.5 was the first to employ extensively 
in cycling clothing to the point that it has become a sort of 
invisible signature of the entire collection.
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Made in Italy

Technical Specifications:

Materials: 62% polyamide, 35% elastane, 2% silver, 1% 
carbon fibre 
Weight: 175 g
Sizes: XS-S-M-L-XL-XXL
Gender: mens
When: best use above 8° C
Product Code: Art.006 (black)

By exploiting the technological limits of high-density weaving 
we are to produce a highly compact outer face for the fabric 
that replicates the windblocking capabilities of a 2-layer shell 
fabric, without the use of a membrane, thus maintaining the 
exceptional natural breathability of the weave. This extremely 
compact surface, beyond producing a startlingly low volume 
fabric, also greatly increases the effectiveness of the wa-
ter-repellency treatment rendering it far more windproof than 
a regular knitted cycling fabric with WR treatment. The inner 
face of the fabric is instead fleeced for thermal protection. 



Long Salopette
Based on the fit and construction of the Salopette L1 
Essential, these tights are built with the same proprietary 
Tubular Brace System, multi-technology chamois and ergo-
genic support panels as the Q36.5 flagship bib shorts.  The 
leg panels are constructed from the lightweight insulating 
mid-season UFHyrbid Shell fabric also used on the ‘Que’ 
long-sleeved jersey and are cut with a ‘pre-shape design’ 
(note the way the tights ‘fall’ into a riding position even 
when unworn, on a hanger) and no frontal facing seams for 
greater comfort, support and aerodynamics.  The threads 
used for both fabrics have also undergone a water-repel-
lency treatment prior to being woven (so as to maintain 
their ‘natural’ structure), improving drying time as well as 
resistance to water making the tights an excellent choice for 
wet-weather riding.   

Users of the Long Salopette will note that they offer the 
same unique feeling of muscular support and guided mo-
vement (VECTORIAL ELASTICITY) as the flagship Salopette 
L1 Essential during the pedalling action.  Cut and fabric 
have been astutely calibrated to drive high performance 
rides.

Weight 225g, only 60g more than our summer bib shorts.

Please note that these are not full winter tights.  They are 
a mid-weight fabric and offer the best riding solution for 
whenever the weather drops below 18°c during Spring and 
Fall, as well as early winters for cyclists who ride and train at 
particularly high intensities.

Technical Specifications:

Materials: 60% polyamide, 23% polyester, 17% elastane 
Weight: 225 g
Sizes: XS-S-M-L-XL-XXL
Gender: unisex
When: best use above 5° C
Product Code: Art.010 (with insert), Art.011 (without insert)
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Termica Long           
Salopette
The Termica Long Salopette is the extension of the ‘leg-we-
apon’ performance-tuned feel of the Long Salopette (best 
used between 5-15°C) into sub-zero temperature suitability.

This piece of riding equipment is a reflection of a very 
contemporary idea of winter training in which the rider does 
not ‘slow’ during the cold season so much as research their 
position work on their cadence, never stop looking at their 
watts…  Gone is the thick, heavy, simple and relaxed feel 
of the traditional winter tight, in its place you can now find a 
leg weapon.  

At 275g the Termica is the lightest weight product on 
the market for its thermal range but emphasis should be 
placed above all on the unique feel of the garment which 
is achieved through the reutilization of the key concepts 
of the Salopette L1 Essential; from the tubular bibs, to the 
lumbar support panel, to the vectorial elasticity to the use of 
proprietary Unique Fabrics.

In this case the outer part of the salopette has been 
constructed entirely from the UF Hybrid Shell (same as 
Long Salopette) while additional internal panels around the 
knees and thighs are made from the same ribbed polyami-
de-polyester fleece used in the Q36.5 knee warmers.  This 
strategic placement of additional thermal panels minimizes 
additional weight as well allowing us to enhance the unique 
tactility which is at the heart of our Salopette project.
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Made in Italy

Technical Specifications:

Materials: 60% polyamide, 23% polyester, 17% elastane 
Weight: 275 g
Sizes: XS-S-M-L-XL-XXL
Gender: unisex
When: best use above -5° C
Product Code: Art.012 (with insert), Art.013 (without 
insert)



Fleece Tights
The Q36.5 Fleece Tights are designed for a different kind of 
winter training to that suggested by extreme technical so-
lutions employed in our Long Salopette and Termica Long 
Salopette.

Using a slightly less radical fabric solution; a dense fleece 
backed polyester and polyamide fix , while maintaining 
the same ergonomic pattern and design features of the 
Long Salopette, we are able to offer a thermal, durable and 
hard-wearing winter tight with a more traditional feel and 
functionality.

Technical Specifications:

Materials: 60% polyamide, 23% polyester, 17% elastane 
Weight: 300g
Sizes: XS-S-M-L-XL-XXL
Gender: unisex
When: best use above 5°C
Product Code: Art.014 (with insert) 
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Made in Italy



Salopette Lady 3/4
A mid-season version of the Lady Salopette L1 constructed 
from the same knitted material as the more the ‘traditional’ 
feeling Salopette Miles Gregarius.

Technical Specifications:

Materials: 59% polyamide, 40% elastane, 1% carbon fibre 
Weight: 170 g
Sizes: XS-S-M-L
Gender: womens
When: best use above 10°C
Product Code: Art.003L

Synthesized by quaerere et explicatio srl

IMAGE COMING 
SOON



Rain Insulation Jacket 
new release

Rainy days in the professional peloton over the last de-
cade have continued to produce mass-sightings of the 
‘traditional’ rain jacket, flapping stiffly across the torsos of 
unfortunate riders. Enterprising pros were forced to take the 
problem into their own hands: Ian Stannard hammering out 
tempo at the front of the group at MSR ’13 in an unmarked 
Gabba; Rigoberto Uran descending the Stelvio in a stur-
mPrinz at last year’s Giro on his way to second place, to 
name just a couple of the most iconic examples.
In the era of marginal gains riders are demanding closer fit-
ting, more aerodynamic and thermal wet-weather solutions. 
The pro rain jacket is changing.

The R.Insulation jacket is Q36.5’s ALL-DAY rain and incle-
ment weather jacket, designed to be worn from beginning 
to end of high-intensity rides in foul weather at temperatu-
res anywhere between 5-15° C. It is, simply put, the jacket 
for those who MUST RIDE at all costs, even in extreme 
conditions.
The R.Insulation is made entirely from a proprietary three-
layer waterproof fabric, thus dispensing with the multiple 
fabric body-mapping concept employed on the Hybrid 
Que and Termica jackets, in favour of producing a totally 
protective, hermetic garment. 
The outer layer of the jacket is made from a high-density 
woven polyamide-polyester, “frost” dyed rather than coated 
or printed, in order to maintain the natural breathability of 
the weave. The middle-layer is an avant-garde Japanese 
hydrophilic membrane with extremely high-breathability 
(RET value of 3.?) and 18.000 mm/l waterproof rating. The 
inner layer is a low-volume polyester mesh with excellent 
stretch and wicking qualities.
So while the cut and paneling of the R.Insulation emphasi-
zes full-body protection (note the particular attention given 
to the collar area - often the Achilles heel of rain jackets 
– with its high, ergonomic cut and second, internal ‘bar-
ber’s’ collar), its proprietary fabric has been engineered with 
extreme sensitivity to the high levels of breathability and 
low volume demanded by elite athletes in race or similarly 
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Made in Italy

Technical Specifications:

Materials: 37% polyamide, 37% polyester, 14% elastane, 
12% polyurethane 
Weight: 280 g
Sizes: XS-S-M-L-XL-XXL
Gender: unisex
When: best use above 5° C
Product Code: Art.06X (silver)

These are the 208 g of foul-weather protection that can 
absorb whatever conditions you demand to ride in and its 
extremely close, aerodynamic fit means it is most effective 
when worn with nothing but a thermally appropriate base 
layer beneath.



Longsleeve Hybrid 
Que
A true hybrid piece of equipment, this long sleeve ‘Que’ is 
designed with a compact (205g) versatility that makes it a 
hybrid of winter jersey and light winter jacket, an indispen-
sable go-to piece and riding companion for 3 seasons a 
year, and particularly on rides which foresee variable condi-
tions.

This high level of versatility is achieved by astute combina-
tion of two key fabrics: the first is our proprietary UF Hybrid 
Shell fabric, an insulating ribbed fleece material woven with 
such an extraordinary density as to give the fabric win-
dblocking values which come close to those of laminated 
shell windstopper fabrics.  In fact the name Hybrid Shell is 
given by the fabric’s ability to mimic the characteristics of a 
fabric with a membrane (shell) while still maintaining the ad-
vantages of breathability, elasticity (for fit) of woven fabrics. 
 This material has also undergone a treatment 
before being woven (as opposed to a ‘finish’ employed on 
the fabric, choice which allow the threads to maintain their 
natural characteristics) for water resistance and fast drying 
times. 

While the UFHybridShell is employed in core heat zones 
and the areas most affected by wind chill (chest, upper 
back, upper arms and front of forearms), the fast drying 
UFL1 fabric (used in the shortsleeve L1 jersey) is employed 
in the back and underside of the forearms.

Cut with advanced sartorial engineering skills, according to 
an entirely new sleeve pattern with minimal seams (none 
frontal facing) and with an ergogenic ‘pre-shaped’ fit (note 
the way the jersey ‘falls’ into a riding position even when 
unworn, on a hanger) which is snug and supportive, without 
being constrictive.

Full Riri 4mm zip

Synthesized by quaerere et explicatio srl

Made in Italy

Technical Specifications:

Materials: 45% polyamide, 35% polyester, 20% elastane 
Weight: 200g
Sizes: XS-S-M-L-XL-XXL
Gender: mens
When: best use above 10°C
Product Code: Art.045 (black), Art.045.3 (black/green)



Termica Jacket
The Termica is a lightweight (400g) low volume pre-shape 
cold weather jacket intended for a high-intensity training in 
full winter conditions.

 The design is an extremely advanced vision of the modern 
windproof winter ‘shell’.  Core body heat zones and areas 
of the garment most exposed to wind (chest, upper back, 
upper arms and front of forearms) are built from a laminated 
polyamide-polyester, micro fleece backed fabric which uses 
a 18micron hydrophilic membrane.  Sides and back are 
constructed from a high-density thermal fleece fabric which 
nevertheless has an excellent moisture management. 

The same fabric is used in proprietary-design second inter-
nal ‘barber’s collar’ which hermetically seals the neck and 
blocks wind when in a riding position.

Cut with the same unique sleeve pattern (minimal seams, 
none frontal facing) and ergogenic ‘pre-shaped ‘fit (note 
the way the jacket ‘falls’ into a riding position even when 
unworn, on a hanger) as the short and long sleeved jersey.

Features the Q36.5 proprietary invisible pocket system as 
well as an extra upper forearm pocket.

Technical Specifications:

Materials: 45% polyamide, 35% polyester, 15% elastane, 
5% polyurethane 
Weight: 400g
Sizes: XS-S-M-L-XL-XXL
Gender: mens
When: best use above 0°C
Product Code: Art.050
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Made in Italy



Vest L1 Essential
The first cycling Gilet was introduced in the 1980s, shortly 
after the advent of laminated ‘shell’ fabrics.  From the very 
beginning this piece of clothing was imagined and deve-
loped specifically for Professional riders as the maximum 
expression of versatility and essentiality; a true ‘emergen-
cy friend’ capable of offering a broad range of protective 
features with minimum volume.  Over time the Gilet has 
conjugated itself into two distinct categories: the windproof/
rainproof Gilet and the thermal Gilet, used as protection 
against the cold. 

The Q36.5 gilet eliminates the distinction between the two 
categories with a hybrid 4-season 137g piece of equip-
ment.  This is achieved primarily through the use of the 
UFHyrbidShell material, a thermal ribbed fleece material 
which, while constructed without a membrane (which would 
confer wind or waterproofing qualities) is woven, on its 
outer side, with such an extraordinarily high density so as to 
create a wind resistance comparable to that of a traditional 
soft shell fabric, while maintaining a high degree of breatha-
bility.
Sensitive riders will immediately appreciate the advantages 
on long descents, where the sweat soaked jersey is able 
to wick through the gilet and properly dry, an entirely novel 
sensation for riders used to the gilets currently available on 
the market.

The material has also undergone a treatment before being 
woven (as opposed to a ‘finish’ employed on the fabric, 
choice which allow the threads to maintain their natural 
characteristics) for water resistance and fast drying times. 

Cut on the same fit block as the Short Sleeve L1 jersey and 
constructed with same advanced sartorial techniques.
No rear pockets but two invisible slits for accessing rear 
pockets of jersey or jacket worn underneath.  RIRI 4mm 
Acquazip.
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Made in Italy

Technical Specifications:

Materials: 45% polyamide, 35% polyester, 20% elastane 
Weight: 108 g
Sizes: XS-S-M-L-XL-XXL
Gender: unisex
When: This Gilet has been calibrated to be used with the 
entire Q36.5 collection-
Product Code: Art.060 (black, camo), art.060.1 (black 
snow camo), art.06.2 (all black)



Longsleeve Jersey 
Veloce Club Bolzano
The Bolzano Veloce Club is a fundamental part of the Q36.5 
heritage. This new team jersey, in the classic club colours, 
revisits a traditional jersey construction, updating it with a 
new anatomical pre-shaped sleeve design for superior er-
gonomics.  Rear panels are made from the same intensely 
versatile competition-weight fabric of the Short sleeve L1 
jersey while all frontal facing panels are made from a similar-
ly dense (for limited passage of air) fleece backed fabric as 
that used in the ‘Que’ jersey.

Technical Specifications:

Materials: 79% polyester, 21% elastane 
Weight: 219 g
Sizes: S-M-L-XL-XXL
When: best use above 12° C
Product Code: Art.040
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Made in Italy



Base Layer 2 short  
sleeve
Exploiting the possibilities of cutting-edge Karl Maier Seam-
less knitting machines, Q36.5 has developed a technologi-
cally extreme vision of the traditional seamless base layer. 

Even riders who are already familiar with high performance 
seamless base layers will immediately be able to notice the 
new feeling introduced in this product.  Most notably:

-Significantly greater elasticity and lower resistance to mo-
vement in all directions, given by the Karl Maier machine’s 
ability to construct multiple tubes without any seams (most 
‘sleeveless’ base layers still nevertheless are technologically 
obliged to be sewn around the armhole, for example).  The 
removal of all seams (with the exception of two short joining 
stitches at the shoulders) obviously also greatly increases 
the comfort of as tight-fitting a garment as a base layer.

-A much tougher and less fragile lightweight material, since 
unlike other seamless machines Karl Maier machines are 
able to develop a true rip-proof mesh.  The base layer’s 
fabric is left un-hemmed, which further removes stitching 
from the garment: in fact it can be cut and modified as the 
user wishes, without compromising the durability of the 
product and no risk of unraveling threads.

The ‘honey-comb’ pattern of the knit is deployed in various 
different densities, along with open-mesh sections, map-
ping the thermal requirements and regional sweat rates of 
an athlete’s body.  Not only does this allow for the best rider 
comfort and protection, it also allows for the volume of the 
product to be significantly reduced where possible.

The result is a startlingly pure and minimal base layer. Wei-
ght is 87g (result of the design, not an objective) and is best 
used above 15°C.
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Made in Italy

Technical Specifications:

Materials: 44% polypropylene, 44% polyamide, 12% 
elastane 
Weight: 87 g
Sizes: S/M-L/XL
Gender: unisex
When: Above 15° C
Product Code: Art.081



Base Layer 3 long  
sleeve
Exploiting the possibilities of cutting-edge Karl Maier Seam-
less knitting machines, Q36.5 has developed a technologi-
cally extreme vision of the traditional seamless base layer. 

Even riders who are already familiar with high performance 
seamless base layers will immediately be able to notice the 
new feeling introduced in this product.  Most notably:

-Significantly greater elasticity and lower resistance to mo-
vement in all directions, given by the Karl Maier machine’s 
ability to construct multiple tubes without any seams (most 
‘sleeveless’ base layers still nevertheless are technologically 
obliged to be sewn around the armhole, for example).  The 
removal of all seams (with the exception of two short joining 
stitches at the shoulders) obviously also greatly increases 
the comfort of as tight-fitting a garment as a base layer.

-A much tougher and less fragile lightweight material, since 
unlike other seamless machines Karl Maier machines are 
able to develop a true rip-proof mesh.  The base layer’s 
fabric is left un-hemmed, which further removes stitching 
from the garment: in fact it can be cut and modified as the 
user wishes, without compromising the durability of the 
product and no risk of unraveling threads.

The ‘honey-comb’ pattern of the knit is deployed in various 
different densities, along with open-mesh sections, map-
ping the thermal requirements and regional sweat rates of 
an athlete’s body.  Not only does this allow for the best rider 
comfort and protection, it also allows for the volume of the 
product to be significantly reduced where possible.

The result is a startlingly pure and minimal base layer. 
Weight is 108g (result of the design, not an objective) and is 
best used above 8°C.
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Made in Italy

Technical Specifications:

Materials: 44% polypropylene, 44% polyamide, 12% 
elastane 
Weight: 108 g
Sizes: S/M-L/XL
Gender: unisex
When: Above 8° C
Product Code: Art.082



Base Layer 4 Fully In-
tegrated Hermetic
The Fully-integrated Hermetic base layer is Q36.5’s most 
extreme exploitation of the potential of Karl Maier seamless 
knitting technology.  1 base layer (slightly denser and more 
closed pattern than the Base Layer 3), 2 gloves and 1 bala-
clava are all woven from the same single tube to produce a 
hermetic deep winter riding environment.  

Thanks to the Karl Maier machine’s unique ability to produ-
ce a true rip proof mesh and thus an un-hemmed finish you 
may cut and modify the base layer as you wish, remove the 
gloves and balaclava, or simply create a slit which allows for 
these components to be either worn in or folded aside, at 
no expense to the product’s durability.

As with all the other base layers in the range riders (even 
those already familiar with other seamless base layers) will 
be able to notice significantly greater elasticity and lower 
resistance to movement in all directions, given by the Karl 
Maier machine’s ability to eliminate seams from all parts of 
multiples tubes (with the exception of a small joining stitch 
on the top of either shoulder), unlike other base layers whi-
ch generally require stitches joining the arm to the body, as 
well as being hemmed.

The ‘honey-comb’ pattern of the knit is deployed in various 
different densities, along with open-mesh sections, map-
ping the thermal requirements and regional sweat rates of 
an athlete’s body.  Not only does this allow for the best rider 
comfort and protection, it also allows for the volume of the 
product to be significantly reduced where possible.

Weight is 138g (result of the design, not an objective) and is 
best used above 0°C.

Technical Specifications:
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Made in Italy

Technical Specifications:

Materials: 44% polypropylene, 44% polyamide, 12% 
elastane 
Weight: 138 g
Sizes: S/M-L/XL
Gender: unisex
When: Above 0° C
Product Code: Art.083



UF Hybrid Shell Leg 
Warmers
Like the Salopette L1 and Tights, the combination of 
ergogenic fabrics and an ergonomic paneled ‘pre-shape’ 
cut create a unique tactile riding quality for the user. The 
leg warmers are designed with the same UFHybridShell 
fabric used in the Salopette L1 Tights in the frontal, most 
exposed, part of the design.  This ribbed insulating material 
is extremely dense, blocking the passage of air as well as 
allowing for the lowest volume design (53.5g per leg).  The 
fabric has also undergone a treatment for increased water 
resistance and faster drying times. The rear panels use a 
soft, flexible polyamide-polyester fleece material with excel-
lent moisture management characteristics.

When the rider first uses the leg warmer he or she will 
notice that the upper end of the tube has been cut along a 
diagonal axis, finishing higher on the outer side of thigh and 
lower on the inner side, so as to avoid creating a tourniquet 
effect on the muscle group and allow for the best circula-
tion, as well as offering more complete thermal protection to 
the outer, most-exposed, part of the thigh. 

Fit is extremely ergonomic (given by the ‘pre-shape’ mul-
ti-paneled cut) and snug thanks to the exceptional elasticity 
of the UF Hybrid fabric.  Both bottom and top ends of the 
leg warmer are finished with the same treated polyamide-e-
lastane gripper used in the Salopette L1 Essential.

Technical Specifications:

Materials: 60% polyamide, 23% polyester, 17% elastane 
Weight: 107 g
Sizes: S-M-L
Gender: unisex
When: best use above 10° C
Product Code: Art.093
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Made in Italy



Pre-shape Knee    
Warmers
Pre-shape design knee warmer constructed entirely from a 
ribbed polyester polyamide fleece material.  The fabric has 
excellent thermal characteristics and is extremely soft and 
flexible for comfort.  It has been constructed with polye-
ster on the inner side for the best wicking of moisture and 
polyamide on the outer side for a more dense and robust 
surface.

When the rider first wears the knee warmer he or she will 
notice that the upper end of the tube has been cut along a 
diagonal axis, finishing higher on the outer side of thigh and 
lower on the inner side, so as to avoid creating a tourniquet 
effect on the muscle group and allow for the best circula-
tion, as well as offering more complete thermal protection to 
the outer, most-exposed, part of the thigh. 

Fit is extremely ergonomic thanks to the multi-paneled 
‘pre-shape’ cut.  Both bottom and top ends of the knee 
warmer are finished without silicone grippers, employing, 
in their place the same treated polyamide-elastane gripper 
used in the Salopette L1 Essential.

Technical Specifications:

Materials: 60% polyamide, 23% polyester, 17% elastane 
Weight: 78 g
Sizes: S-M-L
Gender: unisex
When: best use above 15° C
Product Code: Art.092
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Made in Italy



Pre-shape Arm     
Warmers
Pre-shape design arm warmer constructed entirely from a 
ribbed polyester-polyamide fleece material.  The fabric has 
excellent thermal characteristics and is extremely soft and 
flexible for comfort.  It has been constructed with polye-
ster on the inner side for the best wicking of moisture and 
polyamide on the outer side for a more dense and robust 
surface.

Fit is extremely ergonomic thanks to the multi-paneled 
‘pre-shape’ cut.   Both bottom and top ends of the arm 
warmer are finished without silicone grippers, employing, 
in their place the same treated polyamide-elastane gripper 
used in the Salopette L1 Essential.

Technical Specifications:

Materials: 60% polyamide, 23% polyester, 17% elastane 
Weight: 60 g
Sizes: S-M-L
Gender: unisex
When: best use above 15° C
Product Code: Art.091
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Made in Italy



Hybrid Glove new release

Made from Q36.5’s proprietary single-layer fabric able to 
provide a degree of wind stopping comparable to that of 
fabrics with membranes, but with none of the associated 
drawbacks to breathability or stretch and comfort, the 
Hybrid Glove is a sophisticated and ultralight (42 g per 
pair) alternative to the popular knitted gloves used by many 
during spring or fall, when temperatures remain between 
10-15° C.
The inner side of the Hybrid Glove’s fabric is fleeced for 
comfort and thermicity while the water repellency treatment 
and extremely high-density woven outer surface of the 
glove makes them more than capable of fending off light 
showers and dry very quickly, unlike the traditional knitted 
gloves usually found in this temperature range. 

Technical Specifications:

Materials: upper: 62% polyamide, 37% elastane, 1% silver, 
palms: 100% polyamide 
Weight: 42.5 g per pair
Sizes: XS-S-M-L-XL
Gender: unisex
When: best use above 10° C
Product Code: Art.258
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Termico Glove
A mid-season and early winter glove designed with Q36.5’s 
proprietary UF Thermal Shell fabric (originally developed for 
use in our full winter Termica jacket).  The laminated, flee-
ce-lined fabric provides excellent waterproofing and thermal 
qualities.

The glove is cut with same minute attention to comfort 
and ease-of-movement as the rest of the collection.  The 
pre-shape fit, which can be noted in the way in which 
even when unworn the glove curls forward in the wrist 
and thumb-forefinger areas, mimics the riding position of 
the hand, resulting in minimal tension in the glove’s fabric 
(and subsequently also the hand within it) while in a riding 
position.

Lateral reflective panels.  Palm padding for nerve protection 
and Japanese micro-suede inserts.

Technical Specifications:

Materials: 45% polyester, 19% polyamide, 13% elastane, 
23% polyurethane 
Weight: 82.5 g
Sizes: S-M-L-XL
Gender: unisex
When: best use above 5° C
Product Code: Art.255
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Be Love 0 Glove
The Be Love 0 glove is an experiment in extreme light 
weight thermal technologies.  R&D for the glove began with 
the idea of slightly warmer product than the Thermal Glove 
(made from the same fabric Q36.5 developed for its winter 
shell), and accordingly a slightly higher weight.

The development of alternative version of the UF Thermal 
Shell fabric with only two layers and the employment of the 
recently released Primaloft thread for a soft micro fleece 
layer of lining within the glove resulted in a 69g per pair end 
weight (13.5g lighter than the Thermal glove) and a comfor-
tably sub-zero temperature range use. 

The low weight here functions primarily not as a compe-
titive advantage but as a comfort value, the low volume 
and suppleness of the glove, combined with the pre-shape 
pattern (the way in which even when unworn the glove curls 
forward in the wrist and thumb-forefinger areas, mimicking 
a riding grip and thus minimizing fabric tension) result in an 
entirely new feeling for sub-zero riding gloves.  The hand 
moves easily and without resistance, fingers retain their 
agility in the tasks of shifting or accessing pockets.

The glove also features lateral reflective panels, palm pad-
ding and Japanese micro-suede panels on the palm and all 
fingers.

Technical Specifications:

Materials: 45% polyester, 19% polyamide, 13% elastane, 
23% polyurethane 
Weight: 69 g
Sizes: S-M-L-XL
Gender: unisex
When: best use above 0° C
Product Code: Art.256
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Cordura Overshoe
Copriscarpa
new release

The Q36.5 overshoe gets a make-over with the introduction 
of the more durable cordura thread as well as new ultra-mi-
nimal graphics.

Connoisseurs will note and appreciate the Belgian style of 
the overshoe’s increased cuff length. This increased length 
creates a smoother more aerodynamic silhouette as well as 
being calculated to cover tall winter sock such as Q36.5’s 
new Bundeswehr-Schneetarn Plus.

Technical Specifications:

Materials: 75% cordura polyamide 25% elastane 
Weight: 55 g
Sizes: 36-39, 40-43, 44-47
Gender: unisex
When: best use above 5° C
Product Code: Art.234 (black), art.235 (green)
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Termico Overshoes
The Termico Overshoe exploits Q36.5’s intense fabric 
research by employing the two most important proprie-
tary fabrics of the winter collection to produce a full winter 
thermal overshoe with excellent water-resistance and fast 
drying times.

The front panel of the overshoe, where maximum protection 
from the elements is required, is constructed from UF Ther-
mal Shell, Q36.5’s laminated windproof and water-resistant 
fabric, while the top and rear panels employ the UF Hybrid 
Shell, an extremely fast drying water and wind resistant 
fabric.

The zip is positioned obliquely across the rear part of the 
overshoe in order to spread the load of its tension and mi-
nimizing pressure against the rider’s calf.  Similarly overlock 
seams are used throughout to avoid any irritation.

The result is 90g (per pair) of efficiency. 

Technical Specifications:

Materials: 45% polyester, 19% polyamide, 13% elastane, 
23% polyurethane 
Weight: 90 g
Sizes: 36-39, 40-43, 44-47
Gender: unisex
When: best use above 0° C
Product Code: Art.232
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Termico Toecovers
Not your usual toecovers.  Cut for maximum protection and 
minimal obstruction.  Made from Q36.5’s UF Thermal Shell.  
44g.  Very essential.

Technical Specifications:

Materials: 45% polyester, 19% polyamide, 13% elastane, 
23% polyurethane 
Weight: 44g
Sizes: 36-39, 40-43, 44-47
Gender: unisex
When: according to one’s own personal preferences this 
toecover may used under/over overshoes to perfectly dial 
your thermal requirements.  Worn alone over shoes best 
use above 5°C   
Product Code: Art.233
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Plus
Essential for those who prefer that full pedal to the metal 
thin sock feeling all year round, this is an avant-garde ultra 
light winter sock constructed with superior natural thermic 
merino wool and silk threads.  The sock follows the same 
lightweight density construction techniques of the Ultralight 
adapted for use in cooler climate conditions: the addition 
of silk (scarcely used in cycling socks) to the merino wool 
increases the thermal properties of the fabric while at the 
same time significantly reducing volume and weight.  13cm 
cuff length.  37g per pair.

Please note that this wool-silk thread blend will shrink 
slightly (though not enough to necessitate wearing a larger 
size than usual).  For ultimate zero-crease contoured fit we 
recommend cold washing the sock before first use.

Technical Specifications:

Materials: 52% merino wool, 13% silk, 10% polyamide, 
25% elastane 
Weight: 40g per pair
Sizes: 36-39, 40-43, 44-47
Gender: unisex
Cuff length: 13cm
When: best use above 8°C
Product Code: Art.211 (grey, orange), Art.2033 (snow camo 
grey), Art.2034 (snow camo black), Art. 2035 (snow camo 
white) Art.2 (Santino Italy)
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Be Love 0
A deep winter sock seamlessly woven from the same 
wool-silk high performance thermic thread as the Plus, but 
in a heavier weight, offering protection from extreme cold 
while minimizing volume.  The Be love 0 is designed with a 
high-density padded foot-bed for reducing conductive heat 
loss through the sole of the shoe.  Features the same Achil-
les protection pad as all other models in the range.  14cm 
cuff length.

Please note that this wool-silk thread blend will shrink slight-
ly (though not enough to necessitate wearing a larger size).  
For ultimate zero-crease contoured fit we recommend cold 
washing the sock before first use.

Technical Specifications:

Materials: 48% merino wool, 12% silk, 10% polyamide, 
10% polypropylene, 20% elastane 
Weight: 37g per pair
Sizes: 36-39, 40-43, 44-47
Gender: unisex
Cuff length: 14cm
When: best use above 0°C
Product Code: Art.213 (dark grey), Art.212 (white natural) 
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Sottocasco hat new release

Slightly warmer than its more monkishly simple brother, 
the fleece headband, the sottocasco hat is made from the 
same dense low-volume Italian fleece but uses a proprie-
tary 4-panel design to ensure snuggest fit underneath your 
helmet.
The fleece material is left with raw unhemmed edge al-
lowing it to lie flush on the head and the contrast-coloured 
grip fabric insert at the rear further enhances the non-slip fit.

Technical Specifications:

Materials: 60% polyamide, 23% polyester, 17% elastane 
Weight: 27 g 
Sizes: one size fits all
Gender: unisex
When: best use above 0°C
Product Code: Art.099 (black, green) 
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Fleece headband
The Franciscan monk of the collection.  18.5g of polyami-
de-polyester-elastane fleece.  A generous 12cm height for 
full coverage.  Soft, warm, ultra-thin (for fuss-free fit under-
neath helmet).  Very ascetic. 

Technical Specifications:

Materials: 60% polyamide, 23% polyester, 17% elastane 
Weight: 18.5g
Sizes: free size
When: best use above 0°C
Product Code: Art.098



Smart Protector
At this point we’re all used to riding with our phones. We’re 
also used to putting them in zip-lock bags, plastic folders… 
whatever’s handy to try to protect them from the corrosive 
effects of perspiration. 

Q36.5 takes this little detail very seriously and has devised 
a refined high-tech accessory made from two layers of 
waterproof fabric using construction techniques passed 
down to us by a dear Florentine colleague specialized in the 
construction of luxury handbags  (note how the inner layer 
of the case is almost entirely without stitching).
Compatible with most smart phones.

Technical Specifications:

Materials: 45% polyamide, 35% polyester, 15% elastane, 
5% polyurethane 
Weight: 13.5 g 
Dimensions: 16 x 9.5 cm
Product Code: Art.213 (dark grey), Art.212 (white natural) 
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